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Abstract: The convergence of mechanical, electrical, and advanced ICT technologies, driven by
artificial intelligence and 5G vehicle-to-everything (5G-V2X) connectivity, will help to develop
high-performance autonomous driving vehicles and services that are usable and convenient for
self-driving passengers. Despite widespread research on self-driving, user acceptance remains an
essential part of successful market penetration; this forms the motivation behind studies on human
factors associated with autonomous shuttle services. We address this by providing a comfortable
driving experience while not compromising safety. We focus on the accelerations and jerks of
vehicles to reduce the risk of motion sickness and to improve the driving experience for passengers.
Furthermore, this study proposes a time-optimal velocity planning method for guaranteeing comfort
criteria when an explicit reference path is given. The overall controller and planning method were
verified using real-time, software-in-the-loop (SIL) environments for a real-time vehicle dynamics
simulation; the performance was then compared with a typical planning approach. The proposed
optimized planning shows a relatively better performance and enables a comfortable passenger
experience in a self-driving shuttle bus according to the recommended criteria.

Keywords: autonomous vehicle; self-driving shuttle bus; automated shuttle service; driving comfort;
software-in-the-loop (SIL); public transportation

1. Introduction

Fully autonomous driving vehicles are expected to achieve outstanding results in decreasing traffic
accidents, improving traffic flow, and improving fuel efficiency. Autonomous vehicles are convenient
for humans as they free humans from the driving workload. Thus, riding in a self-driving vehicle can
be accomplished without paying attention to the roadway environment. Currently, user acceptance is
of fundamental importance for achieving successful market penetration; this has motivated research
on the study of human factors in harmony with the development of self-driving vehicles.

Although remarkable achievements have been published in recent decades regarding the
development of an autonomous vehicle control system [1–3], there remains a lack of investigation on
the control strategy in terms of self-driving service operations in accordance with comfortable driving
factors for passengers. Typically, ride quality or driving comfort is determined by various factors such
as noise, temperature, engine vibration, indoor air quality, and type of seats [4]. Although it is difficult
to define “ride convenience” because it is highly related to personal preference and individual tastes,
driving comfort for autonomous car users has been studied with respect to human–machine interface
(HMI) [5–7].

The autonomous shuttle bus is a public transit vehicle in which many passengers are boarded in a
cabin as opposed to an individual commercial car. Autonomous driving transportation services must
guarantee sustainable shuttle service operation, and a comfortable driving experience must be safely
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controlled for the passengers [8,9]. In the case of a self-driving shuttle bus, there is a lack of flexibility
in dynamic path planning because the self-driving bus must follow a pre-defined path as a public
transit vehicle in an urban situation. An autonomous driving strategy based on increased turning or
adjusting the desired trajectory radius for a lower lateral force of the vehicle is not recommended.
Passengers in the cabin may feel uncomfortable due to sudden changes when the bus departs from the
reference route.

According to prior research [10–12], the acceleration or deceleration of a vehicle and the temporal
derivative of acceleration (i.e., “jerk”) significantly impact the safety of driving and the comfort of the
passengers. Careful and appropriate control of the acceleration, braking, and steering of the vehicle
can improve the comfort of the passengers. It is recommended to set limitations on the magnitudes of
acceleration and jerk of the vehicle motion.

For example, in the case of the Korea Train eXpress (KTX), the maximum speed is over 300 km/h.
Although they are traveling at a faster speed, passengers report feeling less motion sick and are more
comfortable than in a public bus [13,14]. This is because the acceleration magnitude and jerk have been
strictly managed since the construction stage of the Train. The speed and acceleration profile of a train
or subway is managed based on the criterion of longitudinal and lateral acceleration and longitudinal
and lateral jerk, with respect to the curvature of the train tracks. Standard values of acceleration and
jerk criteria are limited to 0.9–1.47 m/s2 and 0.3–0.9 m/s3, which have been used for public highway or
railway transportation in many countries [14,15]. These acceleration and jerk criteria are also applicable
to the driving and planning strategies for self-driving public transit vehicles.

Lateral acceleration is caused by cornering or by making lane changes. If the vehicle can maintain
an appropriate speed when approaching the curvy section of a road, the lateral force will be limited,
and passengers will feel more comfortable, similar to being in a train. The contributions of this study
are as follows. First, we review the previous research regarding comfort in terms of vehicle movements
and recommended comfort driving criteria with respect to accelerations and jerks for self-driving
public transit vehicles. Second, on the basis of the proposed comfort criteria, we propose a method for
time-optimal planning to obtain a desired velocity profile in consideration of the vehicle dynamics
for stability, time efficiency, and driving comfort. Finally, this study evaluates the feasibility of the
proposed controller and planning strategy through software-in-the-loop (SIL) environments for a
real-time dynamic vehicle simulation. We also compare the performance to a typical planning method.

This paper is organized into six sections. Section 2 explains a comfort criterion using vehicle
movements and forces, and presents investigating previous works. Sections 3 and 4 present the
vehicle kinematic model and time-optimal planning method, respectively. The simulation results and
conclusions are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Comfort Driving Criteria for Public Transit Vehicles

2.1. Vehicle Movements and Forces

Figure 1 shows images of the vehicle, noting movements, forces, and dimensional specifications
for the simulation. A lateral acceleration or a cornering power of a vehicle is measured in terms of the
gravitational force of the earth, in a unit called ‘g’. Lateral acceleration is a function of applying the
highest friction contact patches to the road surface (tire grip), keeping all four tires in contact with the
surface, and balancing the forces among the four tires to the point where all lose lateral traction at the
same point. Factors influencing this limit include the height and location of the center of gravity, tire
design, suspension compliance, and suspension geometry [16].

The longitudinal and lateral acceleration values are the combined results of vehicular dynamics
and maneuvers in response to consecutive changes of a driving situation. On a curved road, the
vehicle is forced by a lateral acceleration against a centrifugal force, depending on the cornering speed.
The lateral acceleration is proportional to the square of the velocity of the vehicle but has an inverse
proportion to the radius of the vehicle. The velocity is an important factor because the value of the
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lateral acceleration largely depends on the cornering speed of the vehicles. These lateral forces of
vehicle and the temporal derivative of acceleration, i.e., the jerk, significantly impact the safety of
driving and the comfort of the passengers [10–12].
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Figure 1. (a) Electric shuttle bus (BJ6650EVCA-2) manufactured by Foton Motor Co. used in this study,
and (b) sketch of the vehicle with notation of movements, forces, and dimensional specifications.

The vertical motion and vibration parameters depend on the vehicle’s suspension system, road
surface conditions, and the mechanical structure of the vehicle. Jerk, in association with vertical
vehicular acceleration and vibration, is an important physical parameter affecting the riding quality
and comfort level for passengers. As these mechanical and environmental factors are beyond the scope
of this study, this study does not examine the effects associated with the motion of the vertical axis
and vibration.

The vertical acceleration and vibration of the vehicle have been strongly correlated to ride quality,
but have been weakly correlated to motion sickness experienced by passengers [10,17]. Although all
factors influencing the ride quality to the passenger cannot be contemplated a priori, the proposed
driving comfort metric was considered as the major factor affecting possible motion sickness for
passengers who sit or stand in the cabin of a self-driving vehicle.

2.2. Acceleration and Jerk Criteria for Public Transportation

A good ride quality means a small risk of motion sickness. A large acceleration or jerk causes
passenger discomfort even in short periods. For example, in the subway, the average freestanding
passengers were measured within a constant acceleration of 0.93 m/s2, and the largest average jerk was
approximately 0.6 m/s3 [18]. When those values momentarily get too high for a passenger, it is difficult
for the passenger to maintain his/her posture. According to [11], an autonomous passenger car only
carries a seated occupant. The recommended limit value of acceleration was 2.0 m/s2, and that of jerk
was 0.9 m/s3.

In the case of a human driver, Bossetti [19] reported that 99% of brake maneuvering in human
driving test data ranged from approximately −0.5 m/s2 to −2.0 m/s2. Moon and Yi [20] also categorized
the comfortable region of braking as within −2 m/s2, based on human manual driving test data from
the design of a cruise control deceleration algorithm. In addition, this human driving data showed
that the maximum deceleration and the acceleration values in the conducted tests were −5.0 m/s2 and
3.0 m/s2, respectively.

Levison [21] also recommended lateral and the longitudinal acceleration thresholds using statics
data of human drivers, such as 0.4 g and 0.2 g, respectively, in both passenger cars and heavy trucks.
The maximum longitudinal deceleration of the human driver was measured as at least −5.08 m/s2

to prevent an emergency situation [7]. The air bag deployment values from [22] act as a range from
−5.6 m/s2 to −7.6 m/s2, and are measured for a case of a frontal impact of a vehicle with a rigid barrier.
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Figure 2 shows the summarized investigation for acceleration and jerk criteria. These accelerations
and jerk limit values vary, as seen in [7,10–22], but they have been revealed within a generally common
range. On the basis of prior research, representatively, the acceleration and jerk regions were divided
into four categories: cautious, normal, dynamic, and extremely dynamic driving results. When the
criteria of public transportation were considered in the context of a cautious passenger preferring
soft steering as well as accelerating and braking control for the longitudinal acceleration, the comfort
threshold presented at 0.9–1.47 m/s2. The jerk threshold for comfort was approximately 0.3–0.9 m/s3.
An autonomous public shuttle carries both seated and standing passengers. To meet the criteria of
a comfortable driving experience, the limit value for acceleration might reasonably be set to under
0.9 m/s2, and that of jerk to 0.6 m/s3.
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The following sections describe the self-driving vehicle controller and a velocity planning strategy
that can meet the proposed comfort driving criteria for self-driving transit vehicles for passengers.

3. Vehicle Kinematic Model and Controller

3.1. Bicycle Kinematic Model

Autonomous driving manages a path-following problem. The goal of path-following control is
to minimize a lateral distance error or heading angle error with respect to an explicit reference path
while guaranteeing safety from the starting point to the destination. It refers to a vehicle following
a predefined path by controlling appropriate steering and velocity reference inputs [23,24]. In this
study, a steering model of the lateral motion is developed using a two degree-of-freedom (DOF) bicycle
kinematic model, as shown in Figure 3. This is achieved by combining the front and rear wheels to
form a two-wheeled model [25],

.
x =

dx
dt

= v(t) × cos(β(t) + θ(t)) (1)

.
y =

dy
dt

= v(t) × sin(β(t) + θ(t)) (2)

.
θ =

dθ
dt

=
v(t) × sin β(t)

lr
(3)

where (x, y) indicates the coordinate of center of gravity of the vehicle. β and θ denote the sideslip
angle and heading angle of the vehicle, respectively. Moreover, l f (lr) is the length from the center of
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gravity to the center of the front (rear) axle of the vehicle; v refers to the velocity of the vehicle. The idea
is that the vehicle always moves along an Ackerman geometry except for during straight movement.

R =
l f + lr

tan δ f cos β
=

lr
sin β

(4)

.
θ =

v
l f + lr

tan
(
δ f

)
(5)

where δ f denotes the front steering angle of a vehicle. If the slip angle β is small and the vehicle is
controlled via front steering only, the average of the front steering angle can be approximated by the
following equation [26]:

δ f = tan−1
l f + lr

R
�

l f + lr
R

(
where −

π

2
< δ f <

π

2

)
(6)

k =
1
R

=
y′′(

1 + y′2
) 3

2

(
y′ =

dy
dx

, y′′ =
d2y
dx2

)
(7)
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3.2. Lateral and Longitudinal Controller

To implement the simple path tracking function for front steering, a proportional-derivative

(PD) controller is implemented, with the lateral distance error ed =

√
(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2 as feedback.

The steering control law is given by

δ̌ f (t) = −
[
Kp × ed(t) + Kd ×

{
ed(t− 1) − ed(t− 2)

}]
(8)

where δ̌ f denotes the simultaneous steering angle as a control input, and Kp and Kd are proportional
and derivative gain parameters, respectively, for feedback control with respect to the lateral distance
error between the vehicle and reference path. In this study, Kp is given as 0.5, and Kd = 0.01.

A velocity control is also implemented based on the PD control, using the velocity error
verr = vd − vc as feedback, as shown in Figure 4. The transfer function of the quadratic model of the
vehicle with the PD controller is given by [26]

vc

vd
=

C(s)P(s)
1 + C(s)P(s)

=
KDs + KP

τs2 + (1 + KD)s + KP
(9)

where vd is the desired velocity as a reference input, and vc is the measured velocity of a plant vehicle
for KP = 1, KD = 0.05, and τ = 0.5, respectively. Figure 5 describes the simulation results of the
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proposed longitudinal PD controller. For a comfortable driving experience, appropriate target speeds
vd have to be calculated with respect to the reference path information.
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4. Time-Optimal Velocity Planning for Comfort Driving

4.1. Conventional Velocity Planning Method

In the case of a straight road, the desired speed can be determined by considering the speed limit
(Vmax) and the safe braking distance to prevent collisions with obstacles in front of the car. However,
on curved roads, the lateral acceleration is proportional to the centrifugal force of the vehicle, which, in
turn, is proportional to the square of the speed and the curvature of the road. The equation of ideal
lateral acceleration is given by

ay =
v2

R
(10)

Reflecting the curvature of the given path, the expected lateral acceleration of the vehicle is:

ayexpected = v2
× kpath (11)

If ayexpected is a known parameter as a maximum allowable acceleration of the vehicle, then

vd =
√

kpath/ayexpected (where vd < Vmax) (12)

Using the above equation, we can obtain the desired speed using the curvature of the pre-defined
path as a rule-based approach [27,28] and using a simple lateral force constraint for velocity planning.
However, because the dynamic motion of the vehicle is not considered to be the whole trajectory when
only the above equation is used, it is difficult to maintain the balance and stability of the vehicle in
cornering, owing to the curve negotiation problem [29]. Moreover, undesirable lateral forces diminish
the driving experience. Therefore, the desired velocity must simultaneously consider the reference
path, vehicle dynamics, and comfort.
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4.2. Proposed Velocity Optimization Method

The optimization problem is a well-known issue in robotics, i.e., finding an optimal solution
that minimizes the user-defined cost of all possible solutions within constraints. It can be applied to
various fields depending on how the cost is defined, such as in energy efficiency or time optimization.
This study employed the above-mentioned bicycle kinematic model with a front steer. In situations
where the automobile is assumed to have a rigid body, the rear wheel steer will be zero. For simplicity
purposes, assuming that the center of gravity of the vehicle is located at the center of rear wheel axle,
the dynamics of a vehicle coupled with body slip β are omitted.

β = sin−1
(

lr
R

)
= 0 (13)

Then, the vehicle kinematics for front-steering can be simplified by

d
dt


x(t)
y(t)
v(t)
a(t)
θ(t)


=



v(t) cosθ(t)
v(t) sinθ(t)

a(t)
j(t)
.
θ(t)


∀t ∈

[
0, t f

]
(14)

where t f indicates a terminal moment for the entire process. The symbols x(t) and y(t) are the
respective changes of the vehicle position in the x and y directions. v(t) denotes the value of velocity,
corresponding to the acceleration a(t). Similarly, j(t) is the jerk corresponding to accelerations. θ(t)
denotes the vehicle heading angle.

The general formulation of simultaneous dynamic optimization was stated in [30]. The minimum
time optimization can be obtained by discretizing a continuous time model using an interior-point
method (IPM)-based simultaneous approach [31]. This study defined a nonlinear problem (NLP) to
minimize the travel time through the summation of the discrete time element duration, as follows:

min
t f∑

i=0

hi
(
i = 0, 1 . . . , t f

)
(15)

The above is subject to the principles of the movement, velocity, acceleration, and jerk of vehicle
for ∀t ∈

[
0, t f

]
:

si = si−1 + vd(i)hi (16a)

vd(i) = vd(i−1) + axihi (16b)

axi = axi−1 + jxihi (16c)

ayi = ayi−1 + jyihi (16d)

The lateral acceleration constraint with respect to the curvature of the path and the vehicle velocity
for ∀t ∈

[
0, t f

]
:

ayi ≤ ki × vd(i)
2 (17)

The comfort driving constraints for ∀t ∈
[
0, t f

]
:

a(+)xi
≤ a(+)xcom f ort

(18a)

a(−)xi
≤ a(−)xcom f ort

(18b)

ayi ≤

∣∣∣∣aycom f ort

∣∣∣∣ (18c)
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jxi ≤

∣∣∣∣ jxcom f ort

∣∣∣∣ (18d)

jyi ≤

∣∣∣∣ jycom f ort

∣∣∣∣ (18e)

The linear relationship of the longitudinal–lateral acceleration constraints for ∀t ∈
[
0, t f

]
:

a(+)xi
≤ −

a(+)xcom f ort

aycom f ort

∣∣∣ayi

∣∣∣+ a(+)xcom f ort

(
axi ≥ 0

)
(19)

a(−)xi
≥

a(−)xcom f ort

aycom f ort

∣∣∣ayi

∣∣∣+ a(−)xcom f ort
(axi < 0) (20)

The initial conditions:
s(0) = 0, v(0) = v0, a(0) = a0 (21)

The terminal conditions:
s(t f )

= sT, v(t f )
= vT, a(t f )

= aT (22)

In the above equations, hi is the duration of the time element between ti and ti−1. t f indicates
a terminal moment for the entire optimization process. The symbols si and vd(i) denote the travel
distance and the velocity of the vehicle during hi, respectively. axi and ayi refer to the longitudinal and
lateral accelerations equivalently, and jxi and jyi are the longitudinal and lateral jerks corresponding to
the vehicle accelerations. s(0) and s(t f )

are the initial and terminal states of the travel distance of the
vehicle, respectively. v(0) and v(t f )

denote the initial and terminal states of the velocity, respectively,
whereas a(0) and a(t f )

respectively refer to the initial state of the velocity and the terminal condition of
the acceleration for the optimization.

The longitudinal–lateral acceleration constraints are the definition of the dependent relationship
between the lateral and longitudinal acceleration when they occur at the same time. To simplify, this
optimization assumes a piecewise linear relationship between the longitudinal and lateral acceleration,
similar to a rhomboid shape, by using Equations (19) and (20).

The goal of this optimization problem is to obtain ∀vd(i) that minimizes the summation of time
duration hi while satisfying all of the above constraints, including the comfort criteria Equation (18).
The proposed discrete time optimization problem was solved with the “A Mathematical Programming
Language” (AMPL), using the interior-point-optimizer (IPOPT) solver [31,32]. This study exploited
the AMPL package because it is extensively used in nonlinear optimization problems. Additionally, in
this study, the discrete velocity solution was linearly interpolated.

5. Software-in-the-Loop (SIL) Simulations

5.1. Simulation Environment

To validate the feasibility of the optimization and controller, SIL environments were developed,
as represented by the block diagram of Figure 6.

The reference path block transmits the waypoints and curvature information; next, Matlab block
calculates the time-optimal velocity profile as a desired state, with regard to the given comfort,
acceleration, and jerk parameters. Lateral and longitudinal controllers were implemented by Simulink,
and this module interacts with the car simulator (CarSim) block for the control commands. Moreover,
the measured state vector of the vehicle is updated at the Simulink block for feedback control. CarSim
is a well-known, real-time software used for simulations of vehicular dynamics [24]. We utilized a
typical SIL test framework supported by CarSim to validate the feasibilities for the vehicle control and
the planning method [33,34].
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Figure 6. Software-in-the-loop (SIL) environment for a real-time vehicle dynamics simulation.

Figure 7 shows a test track of 2.4 kilometers provided by the CarSim as a default map. This
course is useful for the validation of the path tracking control and a planning strategy on a road with
various curvatures. The controllable front steering range in the simulated vehicle was bounded within
±32◦, and the maximum steering rate was limited by ±10 deg/s for the non-holonomic constraints.
The vehicle model and simulation parameters are presented in Table 1, including the comfortable
acceleration and jerk criteria. As the curvature is infinite in the straight section of the given path, the
maximum allowed speed is limited to under 80 km/h.
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Table 1. Parameters for the software-in-the-loop (SIL) test.

Parameters Notation Value (Unit)

Initial state s(0), v(0), a(0) 0 (km), 10 (m/s), 0 (m/s2)
Terminal state s(t f ), v(t f ), a(t f ) 2.4 (km), 10 (m/s), 0 (m/s2)

Max. allowed speed of path Vmax 80 (km/h)
Front-C.G. distance l f 2.0 (m)
Rear-C.G. distance lr 1.9 (m)

Longitudinal acc. constraint a(+)xcom f ort 0.9 (m/s2)
Longitudinal de-acc.

constraint
a(−)xcom f ort −0.9 (m/s2)

Lateral acc. constraint |aycom f ort | 0.9 (m/s2)
Longitudinal jerk constraint | jxcom f ort | 0.6 (m/s3)

Lateral jerk constraint | jycom f ort | 0.6 (m/s3)

In this study, vehicle simulations were conducted for two cases: (1) a conventional rule-based
approach, which considered the curvature of the path constraints as suggested in Section 4.1, and
(2) the proposed IPM-based minimum time optimization method regarding vehicle kinematics that is
described in Section 4.2. We compared the performances for the comfort criterion through plots of
a GG diagram and velocity profiles for the simulated vehicle. The entire optimization process was
conducted using an Intel core i5-9400F processor with 16 GB memory. In this case, the computational
time spent to obtain the desired velocity profile ∀vd(i) was approximately 80 ms.

5.2. Results and Discussions

The GG diagram is the XY plot of the longitudinal and lateral g-forces. It can be used for several
practical purposes, one of which is defining the performance envelope of a car. The car envelopes can
be used as a basis for comparing the overall performances of the car. In addition, the GG diagram can
represent significant information regarding the motion of a car and driving in transitional areas [19,35].
In this study, the axes units are in m/s2 instead of using a normalized acceleration scale that uses gravity
units. For both simulations, the performance envelope of the maximum longitudinal acceleration and
deceleration of the test vehicle was limited by |1.0 m/s2|.

The public transportation region for a comfortable driving strategy is represented by the blue
region on the GG diagrams in Figures 8 and 9; the comfort zone is modeled as a rhombic shape by
connecting each interception point with the x- and y-axes with straight lines using Equations (19) and
(20). This considers the lower and upper bounds of accelerations within |0.9 m/s2|, i.e., approximately
9.2% of the g-force of the earth. If the trajectory of the GG diagram is in the rhomboid-shaped box, it
meets the proposed comfort driving criteria; others are denoted as out of criteria.

Figure 8 displays the autonomous driving simulation results with the conventional rule-based
method for global velocity planning when ayexpected is set by |0.9 m/s2| as a same lateral acceleration
parameter of Table 1. According to the GG diagram of Figure 8, the given acceleration criterion cannot
be satisfied in the entire path because the velocity controller and performance envelop of the vehicle
does not correspond with the desired velocity to a sufficient slowdown while approaching the curved
road. In other words, this desired velocity profile is not a suitable planning strategy for solving the
curve negotiation problem.

The proposed optimization method represented in Figure 9 shows a relatively better performance,
satisfying the comfort acceleration and jerk criteria in contrast with the results of the conventional
method shown in Figure 8. Although most of the simulated longitudinal velocity values did not
surpass the boundary value in Figure 9b, some of the lateral acceleration values were located outside
the boundaries set by the criterion in Figure 9a. A total of 88.3% of the sampled data was inside
the given acceleration criteria, and all sampling points of the g-force and others were close to the
given acceleration boundaries. The magnitude of the error was less than 0.1 m/s2, which indicates the
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acceleration of approximately 1/100 level of the earth gravity. The response delay of the velocity PD
controller was the main reason for data points to be outside the borderline, especially for cases when
the vehicle approached curvy sections of the test course. To improve the performance of the system,
a faster response time for the overall control system is required.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 13 
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Although the proposed system could not completely ensure vehicle drove in compliance with
the set comfort criterion throughout the entire driving path, the values that were outside the border
were not far from the set criterion margins. If the delay term between the velocity PD controller and
the desired velocity profile is considered and optimized, the performance of comfort driving could
be improved.

Although the propulsion system of autonomous vehicles was not mentioned in this work, the
authors did not think that propulsion or drive train is significantly related to the comfort of a self-driving
shuttle bus operating in urban regions. Complete implementation of a comfortable shuttle bus in
consideration of all parameters of vehicle dynamics and influences of drivetrain is a potential further
work of the study.

6. Conclusions

This study proposed comfort driving criteria using accelerations and jerks of self-driving public
transit vehicles to improve the experience of passengers and to provide sustainable driverless shuttle
service. For this purpose, this study not only investigates comfort in terms of vehicle accelerations
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and jerks but also recommends the proper acceleration and jerk criteria for a self-driving and
planning strategy.

The overall controller and planning method were verified based on a real-time SIL test, and the
performance was compared with a typical planning approach. The proposed optimized planning
shows a relatively better performance and enables a comfortable passenger experience in a self-driving
shuttle bus according to the recommended criteria.

As a future study, we will deploy self-driving shuttle service by applying the proposed planning
strategy. Furthermore, the proposed method will be verified by a comparative analysis between the
operation of a human driver and automated driving in terms of the comfort of the driving experienced
by passengers.
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